[Analysis of differentially expressed genes between resuscitating and active Mycobacterium tuberculosis].
To screen key genes of dormant M. tuberculosis for resuscitation. M. tuberculosis H37Rv strain cultured for 20 days in 7H9 liquid medium was used as active bacteria. Dormant bacteria were obtained by cultivating active bacteria hermetically at 37 degrees C using methylene blue as the indicator of oxygen free until the blue medium became colorless. Then resuscitation promoting factors were added to the culture and the bacteria were cultivated for 3 days to be resuscitated. RNA was extracted from active bacteria and resuscitating bacteria, disposed of DNA in RNA with DNase I , and mRNA was purified and then were hybridized using suppression subtractive hybridization (SSH) technique. Differentially expressed genes between resuscitating M. tuberculosis and active M. tuberculosis were identified by PCR, cloning, and sequence alignment. Identification of the differentially expressed genes was performed by real-time quantitative PCR. High or specifically expressed genes as tester had been obtained by SSH in correctitude reaction (active M. tuberculosis as tester) and reverse reaction (dormant M. tuberculosis as tester). These genes were cloned into plasmid PGEM-T Easy, and 78 positive bacteria in correctitude reaction and 46 positive bacteria in reverse reaction were obtained. The positive bacteria were amplified by PCR with T7 and M13 primer, and 66 positive bacteria ( >350 bp) in correctitude reaction and 39 positive bacteria ( > 350 bp) in reverse reaction were obtained. After sequencing, 30 positive sequences in correctitude reaction and 21 positive sequences in reverse reaction were obtained. Twenty and 7 high or specifically expressed genes were finally identified in active and resuscitating M. tuberculosis respectively by searching in Genbank. These genes were classified into 8 categories. Real-time quantitative PCR demonstrated that the quantity of 7 high or specifically expressed genes in resuscitating bacteria was more than 4 times that in active bacteria. Differentially expressed genes between resuscitating and active M. tuberculosis were identified using SSH technique and the results may help exploring key genes and mechanisms of dormant M. tuberculosis for resuscitation.